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• Severe, protracted vomiting

• Weight loss and dehydration

• Complicated by thrombosis, Wernicke’s 

encephalopathy, electrolyte disturbance,      

arrhythmia, GI bleed, death

• Women with HG are reported in the UK 

Confidential Enquiries into Maternal Deaths

• Severe mental health consequences

• 19% parous sisters are affected

Severe Hyperemesis Gravidarum

Drife JO BMJ 2012; 344: e567;  Wilson et al. Nat Clin Pract Neurol 2006; 2: 54–58; Eur J Obstet Gyn Reprod Biol 2008, 141:13-17

Bilateral thalamic

hyperintensity



Inclusion criteria 

• Either family history or recurrent disease or sufficiently severe disease to 

develop Wernicke’s encephalopathy/require HDU or ITU admission

• Still having symptoms with 2nd line medication 

• Symptoms resulting in PUQE* score of ≥13 and/or weight loss ≥5kg or ≥10% 

of pre-pregnancy body weight

Prospective and retrospective recruitment

Controls with no NVP to be recruited from Early Pregnancy 

Assessment Units

3UK NIHR BioResource Rare Disease study



Samples to be collected

• DNA for genotyping and WGS

• Serum to be stored at -80C for subsequent analysis

Ethics amendment awaited, aim to start recruitment November 2019

Collaboration with PSS for case ascertainment

Network of UK hospitals for sample collection through UK NIHR 

BioResource

4UK NIHR BioResource Rare Disease study



A national resource of >140,000 volunteers

Rare 

Diseases

Common 

diseases

General 

population

What is the NIHR BioResource?



What is the NIHR BioResource?

 Core principles:

 single consent held nationally

 central biosample storage and genotyping (UK Biobank Axiom 

V2.1)

 Consent for:

 biosample of DNA (blood / saliva)

 completed health & lifestyle questionnaire/ case report form

 consent to access participant’s medical records

 genetic analysis

 agreed to be contacted for further research studies



Why build a National BioResource ?

Recruitment to experimental medicine and clinical research studies 
remains a major hurdle

~ 50% of commercial clinical research studies recruit the agreed 
target number of patients within the agreed time (delivery to time 
and target)

Identification & recruitment with specific genetic/clinical 
characteristics is particularly difficult (esp. rare diseases)

Increase opportunities for patients and the public to participate in 
research



But gestational diseases are different

Patient information sheets also 

cover implications for unborn 

baby

Disease phenotype may only be 

seen when pregnant

Therefore ideally need gestational 

controls



Rare disease phenotypes to be studied in the NIHR 
BioResource Rare diseases collaboration



WGS >13,000 

Rare Disease recruiting sites 



Intrahepatic cholestasis of pregnancy (ICP)

Raised maternal serum bile acids
Raised ALT and AST in most women

5-10% have raised bilirubin

Commoner in women from South Asia, Chile, Bolivia, Peru

Severe, early onset disease 1 in 2000
Serum BA >40µmol/L

Onset before 33 weeks of gestation 

Associated with adverse pregnancy outcomes
Pre-term labour – spontaneous and iatrogenic

Stillbirth

Prolonged  neonatal unit admission

Meconium-stained amniotic fluid

Ovadia et al. Lancet 2019; doi: 10.1016/S0140-6736(18)31877-4. PMID: 30773280



Genetic causes of intrahepatic cholestasis of pregnancy

Dixon et al. Scientific Reports 2017; 7(1):11823

Medical history:

Gallstones (8)

Cirrhosis (2)

Family history:

Gallstones (10)

Cirrhosis (3)

Adverse pregnancy outcomes:

Spontaneous preterm labour (3)

FHR abnormalities (6)

Meconium stained liquor (4)

Prolonged NNU admission (1)

Stillbirth (1)

Post-partum haemorrhage (2)



• Five years 2013-2018

• 13,000 patients + family members

• 50+ NHS hospitals

• 15 rare disorder categories, including ICP

• Severe, early-onset disease 

• ≤32 weeks’ gestation

• Maternal serum bile acids ≥40µmol/L

• Initial evaluation of Tier 1 genes

• ABCB4, ABCB11

• A pilot for the 100 000 Genomes Project

Whole genome sequencing for ICP



…considering the current 

knowledge

NO CAUSAL VARIANT

IDENTIFIED RESEARCH

Pathogenic variant

Likely pathogenic variant 

Variant of Unknown Significance

CAUSAL VARIANT

IDENTIFIED
TO CLINICIANS

NO REPORTING OF 

SECONDARY FINDINGS

Clinician

Bioinformatician

Geneticist

Sapientia

25% ICP

Robust decision making around reporting



Rare disease is caused by rare genetic variation (MAF <1 in 1000) with high 
impact/penetrance 

• e.g. ABCB4/ ABCB11 mutations in ICP

Common disease cause by common variation (MAF >1 in 100) with low 
impact

ICP genetic susceptibility caused by both, some at same loci

Quality and depth of while genome sequencing (WGS) data from NIHR 
BioResource ICP study means can be used for GWAS with common 
variation

Not possible with exome data or lower quality GWAS data

Rare and common variants and disease



• All common (MAF 5%) SNPs in NIHR BioResource that pass QC - 5,146,508 markers

• All unrelated cases and controls: 254 cases versus 8630 controls

• Logistic regression correcting for ethnicity (first five principal components)

First genome wide association study in ICP

• Identification of haplotypes associated with increased and

decreased risk

• Future work will characterise the genomic architecture of ICP

• Detailed phenotype data will enable insights into drug response



The UK NIHR BioResource Rare Disease collaboration will enable 

recruitment of women with severe hyperemesis for genomic 

studies

Lessons from the ICP study are likely to be of relevance to the 

severe hyperemesis gravidarum project and similar approaches 

will be used

This resource will enable effective collaboration with the other 

leading groups internationally that are performing genomic 

studies of severe hyperemesis gravidarum

Summary
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Rare diseases

 Whole genome sequencing for 13,000 patients

 Redefining phenotypes (Human Phenotype Ontology)

 Working with Genomics England, NCARDRS, NHS Digital, HDRUK



The NIHR BioResource Centres



Sites

Jan 2018



What is the NIHR BioResource?

 a national resource of >140,000 volunteers 

 anyone can join the BioResource, with or without 
health conditions

 volunteers that are interested in research, and 
willing to be invited into other research studies/ 
clinical trials



Gestational 

cholestasis

CIC: contraceptive-induced cholestasis

Cholestasis in adults

Drug-induced liver 

injury

Episodic, or relatively 

mild familial 

cholestasis



Biliary transporter mutations cause a spectrum of disease

Episodic self-limiting 

episodes of cholestasis

Associated diseases

• Gallstones

• Hepatic fibrosis

• Cholangiocarcinoma

Progressive familial intrahepatic 

cholestasis

FIC1, BSEP, MDR3

• We are identifying women (and kindreds) at risk of serious liver 

disease in later life?

• This will enable interventions to improve health and disease 

risks over decade



• GWAS for HG and severe nausea and vomiting

• Recruited through 23andMe, replication case/control 

cohorts 

• Two loci achieved genome-wide significance 

• Both genes involved in placentation, appetite and 

cachexia

Severe HG: current literature


